Angular Momentum
Rovolving-Disk-System
The Swiss Watch Maker

Illum Collection
The designs of Angular Momentum watches are characterized by the power and modernity of the shapes. The watches possess their own fiercely independent, unmistakable aesthetic. Harmonious through their clear forms, optimum dimensions (extremely comfortable to wear) and fine surface. Watches that are a pleasure to look at, wear and use. They represent a lifestyle that combines aesthetic, functionality and technology.

Watches from Angular Momentum are uncompromising and consistent. For this reason, they meet the high quality expected of the Swiss watchmaking industry. Machined and manufactured from top-quality stainless steel with a solid screw-locked crown and massive scratch-resistant sapphire crystal. Every one of these fine Swiss made time pieces is water-resistant up to a depth of 330 ft, 100 meters, 10 ATM. Every watch is numbered and covered by an international one-year guarantee. Originality, design and fine crafting combine to form the base of our brand.

Angular Momentum stands out from other brands because it successfully combines design and functionality. A perfect fusion of elegance and technology.
Angular Momentum watches catch the spirit of the time
Illum
The Sports & Design Watch Collection
The Illum was designed for active use in and on the water and is a watch for surfers, sailors, snorkellers, divers and swimmers. The patented R.D.S.-System was developed by ANGULAR MOMENTUM as an additional aid, designed to keep active sports enthusiasts in touch with the time. The technology used provides above average luminescence and helps sportsmen and women tell the time at critical and special moments. In contrast to everyday use, minutes and seconds are more important in water sports than the hours. And this is the basis of the Illum concept.

A clear, dominant minute indication on a reflection-free, black background reduces irritation when reading the minutes and seconds. It is also possible to confirm the current hour at the 60 minute position (small triangle) on the revolving disk.
The illumination concept of ANGULAR MOMENTUM

The luminous color, Super-LumiNova®, which is used for the time indication at the Illum, is a Swiss hi-tech product and free of any radioactive substances. The principal of its function is to compare with light storage or a light battery. With sufficient activation of the pigments by artificial- or sunlight, they can emit in the darkness, during a certain time, their stored energy. The light is not emitted constantly during a long time, with progressing time less and less electrons fall back and the light emission is decreasing steadily. This charging- and discharging process is not depending on any wear and tear. Super-LumiNova® reaches a up to 100 times higher luminous level than any Tritium product. The Illum, with its exceptional maximum brightness, is conceived for active water sports.
Ilum/I Gents Sports Watch
Sweep second, minute hand, combined hour hand and hour disk (RDS), date at 4 o’clock, hands and indexes covered with Super-LumiNova, automatic movement ETA 2824-2, stainless steel case 316L, screw-locked steel crown with enamel logo inlay, single curved 3mm sapphire crystal, screwed back, water resistant 10 ATM (100 meters), natural rubber strap, case caliber 6 (42 mm)
Ilum/Ii Diving Sports Watch

Sweep second, minute hand, combined hour hand and hour disk (RDS), date at 4 o’clock, diving bezel hands and indexes covered with Super-LumiNova, automatic movement ETA 2824-2, stainless steel case 316L, screw-locked steel crown with enamel logo inlay, single curved 3mm sapphire crystal, screwed back, water resistant 10 ATM (100 meters), natural rubber strap, case caliber 6 (42 mm)
Ilum/Ill Ladies Sports Watch
Sweep second, minute hand, combined hour hand and hour disk (RDS), date at 4 o’clock, diving bezel hands and indexes covered with Super-LumiNova, quartz movement ETA 955-112, stainless steel case 316L, screw-locked steel crown with enamel logo inlay, single curved 3mm sapphire crystal, screwed back, water resistant 10 ATM (100 meters), natural rubber strap, case caliber 2 (32 mm)
Ilum/IV Mid Size Sports Watch
Sweep second, minute hand, combined hour hand and hour disk (RDS), date at 4 o’clock, hands and indexes covered with Super-LumiNova, automatic movement ETA 2824-2, stainless steel case 316L, screw-locked steel crown with enamel logo inlay, single curved 3mm sapphire crystal, screwed back, water resistant 10 ATM (100 meters), natural rubber strap, case caliber 4 (38 mm)
Ilum/IV-2 Mid Size GMT Sports Watch
Sweep second, minute hand, hour hand and 24-hour disk (RDS), date at 4 o’clock, hands and indexes covered with Super-LumiNova, quartz movement, stainless steel case 316L, screw-locked steel crown with enamel logo inlay, single curved 3mm sapphire crystal, screwed back, water resistant 10 ATM (100 meters), natural rubber strap, case caliber 4 (38 mm)
Ilum/IV-3 Mid Size Moon Phase Watch
Sweep second, minute hand, hour hand, date at 6 o'clock, large centered moon phase, hands, indexes moons and stars covered with Super-LumiNova, quartz movement, stainless steel case 316L, screw-locked steel crown with enamel logo inlay, single curved 3mm sapphire crystal, screwed back, water resistant 10 ATM (100 meters), natural rubber strap, case caliber 4 (38 mm)
Ilum/IV-4 Mid Size Chronograph Sports Watch
Stop second, minute hand, hour hand, date at 6 o’clock, 30 min. stop at 9 o’clock, 12 hour stop at 3 o’clock hands and indexes covered with Super-LumiNova, quartz movement, stainless steel case 316L, screw-locked steel crown with enamel logo inlay, single curved 3mm sapphire crystal, screwed back, water resistant 10 ATM (100 meters), natural rubber strap, case caliber 4 (38 mm)
Ilum/V GMT Sports Watch
Sweep second, minute hand, hour hand, 24-hour disk (RDS), date at 4 o’clock, hands and indexes covered with Super-LumiNova, automatic movement ETA 2893-2, stainless steel case 316L, screw-locked steel crown with enamel logo inlay, single curved 3mm sapphire crystal, screwed back, water resistant 10 ATM (100 meters), natural rubber strap, case caliber 6 (42 mm)
Ilum/VI Chronograph Sports Watch
Stop second, minute hand, hour hand, date at 4 o'clock, 30 min. stop at 12 o'clock, 60 min stop at 9 o'clock, 12 hours stop at 6 o'clock, hands and indexes covered with Super-LumiNova, automatic movement Valjoux 7750, stainless steel case 316L, screw-locked steel crown with enamel logo inlay, single curved 3mm sapphire crystal, screwed back, water resistant 10 ATM (100 meters), natural rubber strap, case caliber 6 (42 mm)
The Moons & Diamonds

The Jewellery Collection

All watches form the current watch lines are available with diamond settings on demand.
Illum/IV-3 - Moons & Diamonds

Sweep second, minute hand, hour hand centered double moon phase, date at 6 o’clock, hands, indexes and moons covered with Super-LumiNova, quart moon phase movement, stainless steel case 316L, screw-locked steel crown with enamel logo inlay, single curved 3mm sapphire crystal, screwed back, water resistant 10 ATM (100 meters), natural rubber strap, case caliber 4 (38 mm) Setting of 60 full cut TW diamonds, 60 ct.